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	Web services have been used for many years. In this time, developers and architects have encountered a number of recurring design challenges related to their usage, and have learned that certain service design approaches work better than others to solve certain problems.


	 


	In   Service Design Patterns,   Rob Daigneau codifies proven design solutions for web services that follow the REST architectural style or leverage the SOAP/WSDL specifications. This catalogue identifies the fundamental topics in web service design and lists the common design patterns for each topic. All patterns identify the context in which they may be used, explain the constituent design elements, and explore the relative strengths and trade-offs. Code examples are provided to help you better understand how the patterns work but are kept general so that you can see how the solutions may be applied to disparate technologies that will inevitably change in the years to come.


	 


	This book will help readers answer the following questions:

	
		
			How do you create a web service API, what are the common API styles, and when should a particular style be used?

	
	
		
			How can clients and web services communicate, and what are the foundations for creating complex conversations in which multiple parties exchange data over extended periods of time?

	
	
		
			What are the options for implementing web service logic, and when should a particular approach be used?

	
	
		
			How can clients become less coupled to the underlying systems used by a service?

	
	
		
			How can information about a web service be discovered?

	
	
		
			How can generic functions like authentication, validation, caching, and logging be supported on the client or service?

	
	
		
			What changes to a service cause clients to break?

	
	
		
			What are the common ways to version a service? How can web services be designed to support the continuing evolution of business logic without forcing clients to constantly upgrade? 

	



	This book is an invaluable resource for enterprise architects, solution architects, and developers who use web services to create enterprise IT applications, commercial or open source products, and Software as a Service (SaaS) products that leverage emerging Cloud platforms.
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The Camera (Ansel Adams Photography, Book 1)Bulfinch, 1995
The Camera, together with The Negative  and The Print,  comprise The Ansel Adams Photography Series, a legendary triad of books about photographic technique that has become the most influential "how-to"series on photography ever written. The first edition of this series was completed in the 1950s.  Adams completely revised and updated it...
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Unified Communications For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Discover what Unified Communications can do for your business


	In our increasingly mobile world, communication must be effective, global, and available through multiple technologies seamlessly. Unified Communications logically blends and combines previously separate services and features, making communication possible by any means,...
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Beginning Blender: Open Source 3D Modeling, Animation, and Game DesignApress, 2010

	A new world of creative possibilities is opened by Blender, the most popular and powerful open source 3D and animation tool. Blender is not just free software; it is also an important professional tool used in animated shorts, television commercials, and shows, as well as in production for films like Spiderman 2. Lance...
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Speaking about Science: A Manual for Creating Clear PresentationsCambridge University Press, 2006

	In an age when so much communication is tethered to

	technology, delivering messages face-to-face has paradoxically

	become even more vital to professional success. We all have ready

	access to more information than any of our ancestors did. At the

	click of a few keys, we can locate reams of facts on any topic under

	the sun. But...
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Computer Evidence: Collection & Preservation (Networking Series)Charles River, 2005
Learn to Collect Digital Artifacts and Ensure Evidence Acceptance!
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation teaches law enforcement and computer forensics investigators how to identify, collect, and maintain digital artifacts to preserve their reliability for admission as evidence. The book focuses on collection and preservation because...
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COMPSTAT 2006 - Proceedings in Computational Statistics: 17th Symposium Held in Rome, Italy, 2006Physica-Verlag, 2006
The book provides new developments in data analysis and statistical multivariate methods, computational statistics and algorithms, including new topics which are of central interest to modern statistics. The reader will find advanced methodologies and computational methods which are very helpful to analyze real phenomena characterized by large data...
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